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Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word: 
 

1. Is the internet the most useful tool that we have at our            
__________? DISPOSE 

2. Should we place age __________ on social media?        
RESTRICT 

3. How has technology __________ our lives? INFLUENCE 
4. Do you see the __________ of technology as well as its           

benefits? ADVANTAGE 
5. Do you have any specific __________ when it comes to          

brands of computers or gadgets? PREFER 
6. Could the internet save us from chronic __________?        

EMPLOY 
7. Would you say that there is now a striking __________          

between the technology available now to what was available         
20 years ago? DIFFER 

8. How have __________ advances impacted on your job?        
TECHNOLOGY 

9. Are you concerned that technology will make your        
__________ obsolete in the future? PROFESS 

10. Have you ever felt disappointment with a gadget because         
it did not live up to your __________? EXPECT 

11. How do people tend to __________ technology to the         
detriment of their lives? USE 

12. Are technology giants __________ monitoring our lives?       
SYSTEM 

13. Are you worried about your cyber __________? FOOT 
14. How has the __________ of data improved over recent         

years? STORE 
15. Do young people __________ social media? USE 
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Answers: 
 

1. Is the internet the most useful tool that we have at our            
disposal? 

2. Should we place age restrictions on social media? 
3. How has technology influenced our lives? 
4. Do you see the disadvantages of technology as well as its           

benefits? 
5. Do you have any specific preferences when it comes to          

brands of computers or gadgets? 
6. Could the internet save us from chronic unemployment? 
7. Would you say that there is now a striking difference          

between the technology available now to what was available         
20 years ago? 

8. How have technological advances impacted on your job? 
9. Are you concerned that technology will make your        

profession obsolete in the future? 
10. Have you ever felt disappointment with a gadget because         

it did not live up to your expectations? 
11. How do people tend to misuse technology to the         

detriment of their lives? 
12. Are technology giants systematically monitoring our      

lives? 
13. Are you worried about your cyber footprint? 
14. How has the storage of data improved over recent years? 
15. Do young people abuse social media? 
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